
Above: A selfie took in front of the Goya’s museum where there is the collection of prints The 

Disasters of War, I couldn’t take a selfie with the number five because making photos wasn’t 

allowed in the museum. 

 

 

The print belongs to The Disasters of War painted by Francisco Goya. Specifically is the Plate 5:”Y 

son fieras”. In the print we can see civilians, including women, fight against soldiers with spears and 

rocks. 

 

The Disasters of War are a series of 82 prints created between 1810 and 1820 by the painter 

Francisco Goya(1746–1828). Although Goya did not make known his intention when creating the 

plates, art historians view them as a visual protest against the violence of the 1808 Dos de Mayo 

Uprising, the subsequent Peninsular War of 1808–14 and the setbacks to the liberal cause following 

the restoration of the Bourbon monarchy in 1814. During the conflicts between Napoleon's French 

Empire and Spain, Goya retained his position as first court painter to the Spanish crown and 

continued to produce portraits of the Spanish and French rulers. Although deeply affected by the 

war, he kept private his thoughts on the art he produced in response to the conflict and its 

aftermath. He was in poor health and almost deaf when, at 62, he began work on the prints. They 

were not published until 1863, 35 years after his death. It is likely that only then was it considered 

politically safe to distribute a sequence of artworks criticising both the French and restored 

Bourbons. In total over a thousand sets have been printed, though later ones are of lower quality, 

and most print room collections have at least some of the set. 

The name by which the series is known today is not Goya's own. His handwritten title on an album 

of proofs given to a friend reads: Fatal consequences of Spain's bloody war with Bonaparte, and 

other emphatic caprices. Aside from the titles or captions given to each print, these are Goya's only 

known words on the series. With these works, he breaks from a number of painterly traditions. He 

rejects the bombastic heroics of most previous Spanish war art to show the effect of conflict on 

individuals. In addition he abandons colour in favour of a more direct truth he found in shadow and 

shade. 
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The series is usually considered in three groups which broadly mirror the order of their creation. The 

first 47 focus on incidents from the war and show the consequences of the conflict on individual 

soldiers and civilians. The middle series (plates 48 to 64) record the effects of the famine that hit 

Madrid in 1811–12, before the city was liberated from the French. The final 17 reflect the bitter 

disappointment of liberals when the restored Bourbon monarchy, encouraged by the Catholic 

hierarchy, rejected the Spanish Constitution of 1812 and opposed both state and religious reform. 

Goya's scenes of atrocities, starvation, degradation and humiliation have been described as the 

"prodigious flowering of rage". The serial nature in which the plates unfold has led some to see the 

images as similar in nature to photography.  

 

Historical background 

Napoleon I of France declared himself First Consul of the French Republic on 18 February 1799, 

and was crowned Emperor in 1804. Because Spain controlled access to the Mediterranean, it was 

politically and strategically important to the French. The reigning Spanish sovereign, Charles IV, 

was internationally regarded as ineffectual and his position at the time was threatened by his pro-

British heir, Crown Prince Ferdinand. Napoleon took advantage of Charles's weak standing by 

suggesting the two nations conquer Portugal—the spoils to be divided equally between France, 

Spain and the Spanish Prime Minister, Manuel de Godoy, who would take the title "Prince of the 

Algarve". Seduced by the French offer, Godoy accepted, failing to detect the true motivations of 

either Napoleon or Ferdinand, who both intended to use the invasion as a ploy, to seize power in 

Spain. 

 

In The Third of May 1808, along with its companion work The Second of May 1808, Goya sought to 

commemorate Spanish resistance to Napoleon's armies during the occupation of 1808. Both were 

produced in 1814, while the print series was in progress. 

Under the guise of reinforcing the Spanish armies, 23,000 French troops entered Spain unopposed 

in November 1807 Even when their intentions became clear the following February, the occupying 

forces faced little resistance besides isolated actions in disconnected areas. In 1808, a popular 

uprising saw Godoy captured and left Charles with no choice but to abdicate; he did so on 19 March 

1808, allowing his son to ascend the throne as Ferdinand VII. Ferdinand had been seeking French 

patronage, but Napoleon and his principal commander, Marshal Joachim Murat, believed that Spain 

would benefit from rulers who were more progressive and competent than the Bourbons. They 

decided that Napoleon's brother, Joseph Bonaparte, should be king. Under a pretext of mediation, 

Napoleon summoned Charles and Ferdinand to Bayonne, France, where they were coerced into 

relinquishing their rights to the throne in favour of Joseph. 

 

Like other Spanish liberals, Goya was left in a difficult position after the French invasion. He had 

supported the initial aims of the French Revolution, and hoped its ideals would help liberate Spain 

from feudalism to become a secular, democratic political system. There were two conflicts being 

fought in Spain: the resistance against the French threat, and a domestic struggle between the 
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ideals of liberal modernisation and the pre-political incumbent ruling class. The latter divide became 

more pronounced following the eventual withdrawal of the French.  

Several of Goya's friends, including the poets Juan Meléndez Valdés and Leandro Fernández de 

Moratín, were overt afrancesados: the supporters (or collaborators, in the view of many) of Joseph 

Bonaparte. He maintained his position as court painter, for which an oath of loyalty to Joseph was 

necessary. However, Goya had an instinctive dislike of authority, and witnessed first-hand the 

subjugation of his countrymen by French troops. During these years he painted little aside from 

portraits of figures from all parties, including an allegorical painting of Joseph Bonaparte in 1810, 

Wellington from 1812 to 1814, and French and Spanish generals. Meanwhile, Goya was working on 

drawings that would form the basis for The Disasters of War. He visited many battle sites around 

Madrid to witness the Spanish resistance. The final plates are testament to what he described as "el 

desmembramiento d'España". 

Plates 

Art historians broadly agree that The Disasters of War is divided into three thematic groupings (war, 

famine, and political and cultural allegories). This sequence broadly reflects the order in which the 

plates were created. Few of the plates or drawings are dated; instead, their chronology has been 

established by identifying specific incidents to which the plates refeand the different batches of 

plates used, which allow sequential groups to be divined. For the most part, Goya's numbering 

agrees with these other methods. However, there are several exceptions. For example,plate 1was 

among the last to be completed, after the end of the war.  

In the early plates of the war grouping, Goya's sympathies appear to lie with the Spanish defenders. 

These images typically show patriots facing hulking, anonymous invaders who treat them with fierce 

cruelty. As the series progresses, the distinction between the Spanish and the imperialists becomes 

ambiguous. In other plates, it is difficult to tell to which camp the distorted and disfigured corpses 

belong. Critic Philip Shaw notes that the ambiguity is still present in the final group of plates, saying 

there is no distinction between the "heroic defenders of the Fatherland and the barbaric supporters 

of the old regime". There have been a variety of English translations offered for the plate titles. In 

many instances, the satirical and often sardonic ambiguity and play on Spanish proverbs found in 

Goya's carefully worded original titles is lost. 

In The Disasters of War, Goya does not excuse any purpose to the random slaughter the plates are 

devoid of the consolation of divine order or the dispensation of human justice. This in part a result of 

the absence of melodrama or consciously artful presentation that would distance the viewer from 

the brutality of the subjects, as found in Baroque martyrdom. In addition, Goya refuses to offer the 

stability of traditional narrative. Instead, his composition tends to highlight the most disturbing 

aspects of each work.  
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STORY BASED ON THE CHARACTERS. 

 

During the Independence War, a group or women went to their vegetable garden to pick up 

cabbages that they have been cultivating during the year. 

When they arrived there, they saw that some French soldiers were stealing the cabbages to feed 

the troops. 

The women pray them to give back the cabbages because they need them for their sons. The 

soldiers laughed at them, so the women felt so offended that took stones and sticks from the ground 

and started a bloody fight against the soldiers. 

The fight wasn’t equal because the soldiers were powerful armed but some of the citizens that heart 

the screams, went to the place of the fight and helped the women to defeat the French soldiers. 

The women used the cloths and weapons from dead soldiers to pay for coal and a big shelter for 

them and their sons and daughters. And they could pass the winter safety there. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


